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Thought Leadership Article

HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
PLANNING FOR YOUR  
FUTURE RETIREMENT 



If you stopped work today, how much money would you have to live off before it all  
ran out? How much income would your assets or investments generate? How much  
is going to be enough to give you the lifestyle you aspire to and not the lifestyle you 
settle for. How much is enough?

The answer is somewhat subjective 
based on an individual financial 
circumstances and lies beyond the 
balance sheet and in the hearts of  
minds of every business owner.

Many of us are struggling with work life 
balance – or as the new phrase is coined 
life work balance making financial 
decisions that create wealth and 
promote a healthy wellbeing at a time 
when no one seems to have enough. 

Bridging the worlds between financial security and  
personal wellbeing

Planning for your financial future is all about acquiring some idea of what it is you are 
trying to achieve and plotting the most effective and efficient course to give it your best 
shot. However, for most of us it’s challenging to look too far into the future - plus who 
knows their life expectancy, whether they may face critical health issues and how much 
things are going to cost in the future?

Approximately three million people in Australia are now aged over 65 years, rising to 
around eight million by the middle of the century, resulting in a doubling of the age 
dependency ratio from 20 per cent to 40 per cent. Even allowing for an increase in the 
eligibility age to 67. Treasury estimates that spending on the Age Pension will rise by 
about one percentage point of gross domestic product (GDP), an increase of around 
one third.

The average wage in Australia is approximately $74,000. This is more than enough to 
live very comfortably. It depends of course on your definition of “comfort”.

The ideal lowest wage varies greatly with where you live. In the city centre’s, especially 
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne, rent is increasingly high.

Typically people adjust their living expenses to suit their wage and dependant on their 
lifestyle. $20,000 a year is OK for some. $100,000 per year is simply not enough for 
others. Have you considered what is your number?

That number will be different for everyone, depending on your circumstances and 
values, however science provides some sense of how much money may be “enough.” 
The answer is to assess your financial realities and aspirations and come up with an 
ideal goal number. How much money is enough for you? 
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One way to calculate is to figure out  
how much money you’d require to  
make decisions based entirely on 
enjoyment and impact, without the 
pressure to earn. 
 
This is the goal of the catchily named 
FIRE (financial independence, retire 
early) movement. In essence, it 
calculates that 25X your expected 
annual expenses is enough. Therefore 
if $50,000 a year is enough for you to live “comfortably”, you need to save $1.25 million 
without requiring to earn another cent for the next 25 years – not including “left-field” 
health costs. 

ASFA Retirement Standard cites that, in general, a couple seeking a comfortable 
retirement needs to spend $55,249 a year, while those seeking a ‘modest’ retirement 
lifestyle will spend $31,675 per year. For a single person, living modestly requires 
$21,930 and comfortably $40,407 per year.

There’s even retirement needs calculators to estimate how much you require in 
retirement - https://secure.amp.com.au/ddc/public/ui/retirement-needs/

ABC’s Australia Talks National Survey 2021 cites six out of 10 of us consider being able 
to retire comfortably a personal problem, while about nine out of 10 of us consider it a 
national problem.

Investopedia recommends an easy-to-use formula is to divide your desired annual 
retirement income by 4%, which is known as the 4% rule - a guideline used to determine 
how much a retiree can withdraw annually from a retirement account, intended to make 
retirement savings last for 30 years.

Beyond crunching the numbers there 
seems to be a global awakening – 
leading CEOs and every day people 
placing greater value on experiential 
knowledge that is gained only from a 
long and eventful life that goes beyond 
transactions. It facilitates a drive to 
generate deeper relationships with 
family and a sense of community with 
clients, colleagues and stakeholders.

When Jeff Bezos, one of the highest paying global 
CEOs stepped down he wrote, 

“Being the CEO of Amazon is a deep 
responsibility and it’s consuming. When  
you have a responsibility like that, it’s  
hard to put attention on anything else.”

As his parting words Bezos added he had “one last 
thing of utmost importance”. He felt compelled to 
teach and hoped all employees would take to heart.
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Bezos then quoted from Richard Dawkins’s book The Blind Watchmaker, describing the 
quote as a “basic fact of biology” which cites -

Staving off death is a thing that you have to work at. Left to itself 
- and that is what it is when it dies - the body tends to revert to a 
state of equilibrium with its environment... if living things didn’t 
work actively to prevent it, they would eventually merge into their 
surroundings and cease to exist as autonomous beings. That is 
what happens when they die.

In the end, Bezos just may save himself and his company from what he fears most 
regardless of his accrued wealth - becoming just like everyone else.

Experiential knowledge comes from actually doing and experiencing it. For example, if 
you learned to sail by spending every Summer on the water with your own boat, then 
you have an experiential understanding of sailing. If something is experiential, it’s real, 
rather than conceptual. But you can’t learn everything experientially and that’s when the 
Coraggio model steps in! 

Coraggio, CEO, Richard Skarzynski cites, 

“I have had conversations over many years 
with hundreds of Coraggio Members and 
observing their triggers and behavioural 
patterns with many losing millions due to 
poor lifestyle choices and investments. I 
agree with Thomas J Stanley who cites, if 
your goal is to become financially secure, 
you’ll likely attain it, however if your motive is to simply make 
money to spend on the good life, you’re never going to make it.”
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How do you find peace beyond your bank account?

How Much Is Enough is a spirited polemic, however it is not without its faults.The 
modern world is characterised by insatiability, an inability to say enough is enough 
and the desire for more and more money. Economics, a narrowly focused discipline 
in which there is no distinction between wants and needs. Cited by CEDA, as 
workers enter retirement they face the new challenging problem of funding ongoing 
consumption from their personal savings and public pension entitlements. How to 
manage retirement spending is a problem for a growing number of individuals and for 
society as a whole.

So… what constitutes a good life? How do we (and you) measure a happy life?
Progress should not be measured by the traditional yardsticks of growth or per capita 
incomes, however by the seven elements of a good life: health, security, respect, 
personality, harmony with nature, friendship and wellbeing leisure. 

The latest economic and behavioural research recommends a holistic approach to 
financial planning, one based on the fact that money is only one element in the overall 
chemistry of a happy, satisfying and “successful” life. 

In fact, studies demonstrate if you pursue a path towards securing a fulfilling future you 
are more likely to achieve overall happiness and wealth will ensue.

Esteemed international speaker and established author, 
including the book titled, Who Stole my Mojo, Gary 
Bertwistle shares, 

“The word enough comes from a Greek 
word that means complete. Many leaders, 
even those who have found great success, 
don’t feel complete, are unhappy, and in the 
end don’t feel like they are enough. When 
you don’t feel enough and you feel like 
you’ve lost your Mojo, ask yourself  
two questions - 

What do you truly value the most in life? 
What are your actions demonstrating? 

These two questions articulate whether 
you have your priorities in the right order 
and you are executing your priorities. Many 
people talk of their priorities however their 
actions don’t demonstrate that they are 
in fact their priorities. When you feel like 

you’re not enough ask yourself, what it would take for you to feel 
complete in all areas of your life and what are the things you  
value the most?”
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Learn and grow more from Gary Bertwistle’s podcast - The Mojo Sessions - https://
podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/the-mojo-sessions/id1530154809

Web address The Mojo Sessions podcast series click
https://www.themojosessions.com

According to HR Specialist Brendan Forwood, Director 
of SBB People www.sbbpartners.com.au/people and 
Coraggio Member, 

“We’ve been in unchartered territory as a 
human collective for the past 2 years, so it 
is imperative we take stock to ensure we 
are in the right headspace, looking after our 
wellbeing, establishing meaning in our lives 
and staying connected to the important  
people and cultural institutions in our lives.

Today the focus is mood. 

Our mood has a massive impact on the way we show up and 
experience each day positively, or negatively. Becoming more 
aware of your mood and how it impacts others is extremely 
important, particularly during times of uncertainty.” 

Brendan adds, “Ask yourself, how much impact does your mood have on your day-to-day 
happiness, your relationships and your overall success in life? The answer is a lot! Mood 
is a temporary state or mind or feeling produced from a certain experience in the past. 
Without knowing it we can impact those around us positively or negatively depending on 
our mood. 

Your mood is kind of like the bridge between your brain and rest of your body. What you 
say, how you behave and the perspective you have in your day-to-day life is shaped by 
your mood.

Becoming more aware of how our moods are formed and how to consciously shape 
them should be a critical area of focus for everyone.”
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Other Coraggio Members views regarding How Much Is Enough

Rebecca Macdonald, Director, Business Advisory 
at Vincents vincents.com.au and valued Coraggio 
Member cites, 

“As an accountant, we talk about someone’s 
financial independence number – the point 
upon which the income you generate from  
your existing asset base is sufficient 
enough to fund your ideal lifestyle.   

I think however the real answer is not all about the numbers, 
notwithstanding that a certain amount is 
required to fund basic necessities. 

Connection is an important factor in the ‘enough’  
equation. As Steve Jobs said from his sick bed, ‘I realise 
that all the recognition and wealth that I took so much 
pride in, have paled and become meaningless in the face 
of impending death’. Having connection with friends and 
family is equally as important as someone’s financial 
independence number.”

Broden Johnson - Founder of Yakk Digital -  
yakk.com.au and Coraggio Member states, 

“I love the question How Much Is Enough 
and I have thought about it quite a lot over 
the past 10 years. 

Whenever I’ve set goals (for myself, Yakk Digital, or 
our clients marketing campaigns), I’ve tried to work 
backwards from what I deemed ‘enough’ but then when 
I’ve hit those goals, life seems to carry on and another goal is set. I know many other 
entrepreneurs go through this very same thinking process. Hit a goal, make another - 
constantly pushing it further and further away.

Most people I speak to say “You need to settle, take time off to enjoy the success.” I think 
differently. Celebrate your wins; yes, but settle - no way! 

So when I think about how much is enough, I look at it through a different lens - enough 
is when you’ve tried your absolute best. Enough is when you’ve failed time and time again 
and still… keep moving forward. Enough is a mindset and as long as you’re doing all you 
can, then you’ve done enough.”

In in the words of President Franklin D. Roosevelt,

“Happiness is not in the mere possession of money; it lies in the joy of achievement,  
in the thrill of creative effort.”

https://www.vincents.com.au
https://www.yakk.com.au
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Coraggio Member and Owner of DESKS ETC  
www.desksetc.com.au, Mark Bell cites, 

“There are so many threads here. So thought provoking! There is 
this feeling we all want to leave some sort of legacy, which is not 
necessarily financial. For example, to have brought up children 
to become independent, enquiring and interesting adults, happy 
in their chosen paths with a commitment to helping their fellow 
humans is a huge legacy. If you can help them financially that’s a 
bonus, but they shouldn’t rely on it.

As we age we become more accepting and adaptable. This is not giving up, it is just 
recognition that the clock is ticking and a decade long strategy of wealth creation is 
probably no longer appropriate or at the top of the action list. Basic things like good 
health, good partner and family relationships and good friends come to the fore.  
Evidence suggests that the more connected we are with others, the longer we live. 

Our relative wealth or poverty impacts all these things. Quality of healthcare/quality of life 
is impacted by personal wealth, though less so if you are lucky enough to live in a country 
with socialised medicine. Maintaining family relationships - as these pandemic years 
have brought into sharp focus - often requires the wealth to travel extensively, especially 
in a migrant society like Australia. Long term friends are often of similar wealth, so that 
mutual activities can be undertaken and obligations can be fulfilled.

Adaptability is a key skill, which most of us learn. Life teaches us that however carefully 
we save and invest, something can always appear from left field to upset our plans; 
financial institutions can and do collapse. 

My first super investments were made with the world’s oldest mutual life office, which 
almost collapsed and was bailed out by government. Serious illness can also force 
a rethink of retirement activities. The ability to adapt to changed circumstances and 
look forward rather than backwards is key. It seems to me that business owners are 
particularly alive to these issues and carry that resilience into later life, long after their 
businesses have been sold.

As always, the Bard is acutely to the point; even if you are a king, 

“Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player that struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
and then is heard no more.” – Macbeth Act V, Scene V.

Matt Scott, CEO of Tiasablu tiasabluproducts.com and 
Coraggio Member shares his formula, 

“I break down “enough” money into 2 categories: Escaping survival 
mode and living. Survival is the minimum - clothing, food, shelter 
and living is acquiring everything you want, both strictly from 
passive income alone via very low risk investments. Escaping 
survival mode as the first major life goal, because at that point,  
you are living on passive income and you can pursue any dream 
you like without thinking about the financial essentials.

https://www.desksetc.com.au
https://www.tiasabluproducts.com
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In relation to living in comfort, I consider this the second major life goal, where you can 
ensue an amazing and fulfilled life, because you have created generational wealth that 
may support people including your family and charitable organisations.”

John Woodbridge, Coraggio Member and former owner 
of Nimbus Portal Solutions shares, 

“As has been discussed, the question as to how much is enough 
is a lifestyle choice, how you want to live and where you want 
to live. Sadly for many Australians, if you are dependent on the 
age pension for income, then you don’t have much choice, as the 
majority of pension is already gone if you are paying rent in any of 
the major capital cities.

Owning your own home is not a panacea for this problem either, because the value of 
your home counts towards the assets test on the age pension, and the value of even a 
modest home in any of the major capitals will exceed the threshold for reduced or even 
no pension.

So to have choice, one needs to accumulate enough cash producing assets to maintain 
the lifestyle one would fund acceptable. For your average salary earner this implies being 
debt free at retirement with at least one million in super as a rough rule of thumb. Better 
is to have acquired other cash producing assets to supplement income from super, thus 
avoiding drawing down on capital.
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As a serial entrepreneur, I remain convinced that owning a stake in a successful business 
is a far better long term life strategy than simply being a “salary man.” Assuming the 
business continues successfully after retirement, it will provide an ongoing source of 
income without needing millions stashed away in super or managed funds. The role of 
Coraggio to help small businesses be successful is thus important, not just to the small 
businesses themselves, but for the greater good of the Australian economy.

My goal with Nimbus was to build the business to the point where I could retire from 
active CEO to nominal Chairman of the board, handing over operations to a younger 
generation to continue driving the business forward. In short, I was not looking for an  
exit strategy for the business.

So when MYOB came knocking on the door, it really was a major rethink about what I was 
trying to achieve with the business, how real my ambitions were and perhaps a change in 
what I perceived “retirement” to mean.

Firstly, the deal had to meet the “salary man” criteria. Would it leave us debt free with 
enough cash producing assets to live the lifestyle we would like to have moving forward?

Secondly, on the balance of probabilities, which is better – continuing to build the 
business with the associated risk that ongoing success at the required level may not  
be achieved, versus an immediate known cash outcome?

As an entrepreneur one always believes that success can be achieved and while the 
money is nice, one also has to live with the decision of letting go of ownership. The  
“What if” question mark.

The nature of the business is important. I think there is more risk in an IT business, where 
a shift in technology or new development by a Microsoft or Google, could render one’s 
business model redundant overnight, compared perhaps to a trade related business such 
as furniture manufacturing.

One also has to consider the stage of the business. Most businesses go through a life 
cycle of growth, plateau and eventual decay. I had to consider where Nimbus was on this 
journey.  I was convinced that our new v4 portal strategy was going to be revenue winner, 
but was our technology sustainable in the longer term?

So it was not an easy decision, but we took the money. It was enough.”
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Two Coraggio Members share their business trajectories  
and end game!

Brendon North, CEO Paradise Farm Markets 
paradisefarmmarkets.com.au based in Tamworth NSW 
and Peita & Warwick Royal, Directors of Plumbaround 
shared their business success stories on Coraggio’s 
inaugural 2022 Webinar Connectivity Series highlighting 
challenges faced along the way.

Brendon is a boy from the bush from humble beginnings and one of Coraggio’s longest 
serving Members joining in 2012 building his business Paradise Farm Markets providing 
fresh healthy produce to families for more than 20 years to an $8.5 million per year 
turnover. At 28 years old with $50k within a few years Brendon and his wife Vicky built 
the business to $2.8million. He thought he was bullet proof, however, in 2013 almost 
lost everything, facing bankruptcy and soon recognised in times of adversity you find 
courage and inner strength. 

When asked How Much is Enough he said, 

“I came to the realisation you don’t need to 
please all the people all the time. We had a 
vision for Paradise Farm Markets to market 
to young families and not pensioners. It 
was imperative we filter out the noise. 
During COVID when hospitality closed and 
people were hesitant to venture outdoors, 
our gourmet grocer home delivery service and online orders 
increased 200% to an average of $35 per person. I love a challenge 
and our big picture is expanding our retail shops from 300 to 900 
sqm, incorporating wholesaling and consolidating the business 
over the next 10 - 15 years, enjoying travelling and our new family 
home. My favourite song ‘Run to Paradise’ reflects our vision.”
 

https://www.paradisefarmmarkets.com.au


Coraggio Members, Warwick & Peita Royal, Directors of 
Plumbaround – commercial and residential plumbers 
plumbaround.com.au generated a successful business 
now ensuing almost $2 million annual turnover and 
family amalgamation with 6 beautiful, young children.

When asked How Much is Enough Warwick put a  
number on it, 

“To retire on the lifestyle we want and 
support our large family we are aiming at 
leveraging from a passive income of  
$6 million and to achieve that my mantra  
is – ‘Say what you do and do what you  
say’, peppered with Peita’s ‘Choose  
your battles wisely’.”

COVID presented many business challenges including 
skilled trade shortages and working in bubbles to 
mitigate risk. Incentivising employees and providing 
certainty Warwick cited “is scarce and therefore 
imperative, along with providing client satisfaction and 
building Plumbaround’s solid reputation.”

Let’s consider a financial decision making hypothetical. 
Suppose you’re one of five people selected by a 
mysterious philanthropist to participate in a contest. 
You all have comparable debt levels and living costs, as well as similar middle class 
financial situations. You’re all similar ages, equally healthy, have the same number 
of children and all live moderately low risk lifestyles. Privately, and one by one, a 
representative of the donor approaches each of you with a blank check and a pen, and 
poses the following question - How much money would you have to be paid, right here 
and now, to retire today and never receive another dollar of income (from any source) 
for the rest of your life?

The catch is whoever among the five players writes the lowest amount on the check 
will be paid the sum of money. The other four players receives nothing.

This thought experiment forces you to cut away the natural impulse to aim ever 
upward, however, if you do that you’ll bid too high and get nothing. 

The end result is to explore what is your number, the amount to live comfortably and 
pursue your goals, if status and inflation weren’t a factor. 

Your answer may be a little bit higher or lower than mine or your colleague’s. That’s fine. 
It’s not important everyone agrees on a number. The important factor is that we each 
reflect enough and assess to have one. 

Because the alternative is being one of those people confessing online how you  
burn through a healthy six-figure salary and still feel stressed and dissatisfied. Your 
expenses and desires can be infinite. If you don’t want to chase them miserably forever, 
you need to put a cap on your financial ambitions yourself. Afterall, research identifies 
situations where optimal economic decisions stem from a more intuitive decision 
process reaps rewards.
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Josie Thomson, Resilience, Mindset & 
NeuroLeadership Expert, International Speaker,  
Multi Award Winning Coach and Author  
josiethomson.com shares a reflective experience,

“Recently I overheard a father and daughter 
in their last moments together at the airport 
as they announced her departure. Standing 
near the security gate, they hugged and 
the father said, ‘I love you, and I wish you enough.’ The daughter 
replied, ‘Dad, our life together has been more than enough. Your 
love is all I ever needed. I wish you enough, too, Dad.’ 

They kissed and the daughter left. The father walked over to the window where I was 
seated. Standing there I could see he wanted to cry. I tried not to intrude on his privacy, 
but he welcomed me in by asking, ‘Did you ever say goodbye to someone knowing it 
would be forever?’ 

‘Yes, I have,’ I replied. ‘Forgive me for asking, but why is this a forever goodbye?’. ‘I am old, 
and she lives so far away. I have challenges ahead and the reality is her next trip back will 
be for my funeral,’ he said. 

‘When you were saying goodbye, I heard you say, ‘I wish you enough.’ May I ask what  
that means?’ 

He began to smile. ‘That’s a wish that has been handed down from other generations.  
My parents used to say it to everyone.’ Pausing for a moment he looked up and shared 
“We always say ‘I wish you enough,’ when we were wanting the other person to have a  
life filled with just enough good things to sustain them.”

In conclusion, to all our Coraggio Members and Coraggion 
community, we wish you enough!
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What is Coraggio? 

Being a business owner is even more challenging during a crisis and may include facing 
unchartered territory, including determining How Much Is Enough? Making the right 
decisions to future proof your business deserves more than an occasional conversation 
with a mate. Aggregate the experience and shared knowledge of collective awareness 
from fellow executives to stay ahead of the curve. It doesn’t have to be lonely at the top.
Operating a company typically presents complex issues, sometimes on a daily basis. 
Imagine if you could leverage the experience from an extensive group of industry peers 
to improve your decision making and social proof as well as future proof a sustainable 
business, whilst being held accountable?

Also imagine if you gained the peace of mind to seamlessly access these answers and 
navigate business challenges, simply by connecting with entrepreneurs and gaining 
knowledge from business leaders? This is the strength of peer to peer leadership 
mentoring and impactful, meaningful relations.

Coraggio offers a mutual exchange of expertise, ideas and a support system enabling 
you to capitalise on a give-and-take dynamic amongst advisors who have walked the 
path before, mitigating risk to your business.

Leading business owners and entrepreneurs join Coraggio to become part of a highly 
effective business community facilitating leadership, guaranteeing accountability and 
sharing innovative ideas within a cohesive and confidential national network. 

This mutual exchange of Member’s expertise tangibly results in sustainable  
revenue streams, increased cash reserves and productive outcomes to future  
proof your business. 

Coraggio Chairs are industry leaders, Members are forward-thinking advisors and 
all Advisory Boards are dedicated to the ongoing success of their fellow Member’s 
businesses, offering  Fearless Objective Advice – that’s the Coraggion Spirit!

Afterall, in the words of Henry Ford 

“If everyone is moving forward together,  
then success takes care of itself”.
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Being a business owner typically presents complex 
issues and may include facing unchartered territory. 

However, it doesn’t have to be lonely at the top.  
Discover how Coraggio’s proven methods can  

assist you build a better business and  
become a more effective leader.

JOIN BUSINESS LEADERS 
TO GAIN A COMPETITIVE EDGE

Contact info@coraggio.com.au or call 1300 899 006  
to touch base with our Advisory Board Team.

Visit coraggio.com.au for an in-depth understanding  
of our Member’s success stories applying the  

Coraggio competitive edge.
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